
■■ Operates at the highest efficiency
all of the time - reduces wastewater
up to 500% over conventional
POU RO systems

■■ Faster easier Installation

■■ Tailored TDS for coffee industry

■■ Constant flow to the last drop

■■ Smaller compact design

The Versatility of the WOW Engine.

TOPPER MANUFACTURING CO.  
23880 Madison Street,  
Torrance, CA 90505, 310-375-5000 

A BEALL DEVELOPMENT 
U.S. and foreign patents issued  

and pending. v4.5.03.23.17 

COUNTER TOPUNDER COUNTER

HOUSE OR APARTMENT

NEW CONSTRUCTION

SCALEABLE PO E
PRIVATE LABEL

RV & BOAT

FOOD SERVICE

OFFICE COOLERS

TAILORED TDS

■■ Only one moving part means
higher reliability

■■ Operates as low as 20 psi
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                                 WOWwater™  Systems 2O17 
  POU (Point of Use) RO (Reverse Osmosis) Drinking Water Systems

Going where no  
other RO system  
has gone before!

TOPPER MANUFACTURING CO.  
23880 Madison Street,  
Torrance, CA 90505, 310-375-5000 

A BEALL DEVELOPMENT 
U.S. and foreign patents issued  

and pending. v4.5.03.23.17 

WOWwater.com

Coffee Service – New patent  
pending Tailored TDS function has the 
ability to calibrate an exact amount of 
TDS. This makes it the system of  
choice for coffee shops and baristas 
giving WOWwater dealers a unique 
product with no competition.

Home Owners and Renters -  
Until now the renter’s market has been 
unavailable because under the counter 
systems require a hole drilled in the 
sink. The WOWwater system can be 
removed from the box and instantly 
operate as a counter top appliance. 
The undercounter unit can be installed 
in less than 30 minutes, in most cases.

New Construction - Adding value 
to any new home, the WOWwater 
system takes up half the space of  
traditional air captive systems. Because 
it’s a self-contained unit out of the  
box, it’s a breeze for installers. One  
development could mean hundreds  
of new clients.

Food Service – Our patent pending 
parallel processing technology is used 
to link our systems together to increase 
production, storage and flow rate. This 
modular technology allows us to tailor 
a solution to meet the needs of any size 
customer, then scale as your business 
grows. All systems are housed in a  
hermetically sealed environment. 

RV & Boats - WOWwater systems 
are half the size of traditional RO 
systems and operate with a minimum 
operating pressure of 20 PSI which 
makes it the ideal RO system for RV’s 
and boats.

Office Coolers - Our patented  
ultra-compact tank and Water on Water 
delivery system has zero back pressure 
unlike air captive systems, enabling us 
to store the same amount of water in 
half the space allowing this powerful 
compact system to fit into the slimmest 
of coolers.

Scalable PO E (Point of Entry) -  
The simplicity of the Water on Water™ 
technology allows for fully scalable 
systems for point of entry. It can also 
help broaden the scope of products 
and services a dealer can offer their 
customers.

Private Label - The WOWwater  
system is manufactured right here in the 
U.S.A. by Topper Mfg. With our ability 
to develop and provide a variety of 
unique looks, we are poised to offer 
a select few visionary businesses the 
opportunity to private label this  
revolutionary technology.
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